<b><i>The Conductor</i></b>

I see them running. Even though I'm here, and they're there. I see them. Hand in hand, as if afraid that one's stride might lose the other's. I feel his hand. I clutch his hand. But that isn't me holding onto him as he blazes a path through the woods with his dagger.

I see him running twice. I see his ear, a wedge of his stubble-covered jaw, and a curtain of brown hair. But I also see his eyes, their hazel glitter that of determination. As he runs forward, I'm leaping back—though it isn't me moving—and both views remain constant. He doesn't see the one looking into his eyes.

Notes of music come to my ears as the forests hum. The wind in the leaves is lyrical; the young juggler's rapid movement would break even the most lenient pedestrian laws of Byhr. He should not run so quickly; she scratched her leg on some briers. Take better care of her, you dimwit!—is what I want to yell at him, but I have no voice and the one looking into his eyes does not exist to make noise. I could use her to tell him, but I would rather not disgrace her lips with a complaint. They have a much nobler cause.

With her left hand, I reach up and touch those lips. I feel soft wool against softer flesh. A thoughtful moment. I feel my face contort into wonder, as if it were me clutching the juggler's hand and feeling my lips, and wondering why I'm doing it. No, girl, it's you. You move of your own volition. You think your own thoughts, and you touched your lips yourself.

Cursed mittens.

---

Jeuni Huros cast a sidelong glance Kihara's way as she thoughtfully pressed her left mitten to her lips. It was still nighttime, and they were running, her hand in his, through the dense woodlands of southern Byhr. They would reach the border soon at this rate, and would soon need to somehow bypass the patrols, but Jeuni was no longer afraid of the army he had once served in. He would get through. He needed to get through. Moonlight trickling through the branches overhead revealed a path that cut straight through the forest, straight south.

"How're you doing?" asked the juggler as the girl removed her mitten from her lips and let her arm drop to her side.

“I’m fine, Master Huros,” she replied cheerfully, smiling over at Jeuni. “Do you know how much longer until we reach the border?”

“A more important distance is that until we’re out of this forest,” he answered. “The border doesn’t matter so much. We’ll get across.”

“You’ve been turned away before,” she argued.

Jeuni ducked as a low-hanging branch sped by. Though he was running faster than he ever had in his life, he felt great, not the slightest bit exhausted or out of breath. Rather, it seemed as though all the breath in the world was rushing into the air around him, filling his nostrils and mouth, breathing through him and giving him the strength to match his new ambition: escaping the midlands.

Just south of Byhr was the wilderness; its contested boundaries lay to the east, west, and north. Once he was through this forest, Jeuni would be out of the midlands. He was already out of his job and would soon be out of his home, farther from his family than he’d ever been, farther from his memories and past than he’d ever been. He would be out of Byhr, the Empire of Good. He would be in a place not governed by the laws imposed as part of Byhr’s “better world” program. From there, he could go anywhere. And Kihara, the one who had liberated him, by his side.

“I’ll get through,” smiled the juggler.

“You’re sober,” Kihara commented, after a moment’s pause.

“I’ll get through,” was all Jeuni had to say in response.

---

They don’t see it but I see it every time my view of him becomes one-sided. The one in front of him is looking back periodically, gauging the distance he has left before they reach the border. If I had voice, I would laugh. The man whose hand I’m clutching has no idea that I’m leading him south, always further south. He may be blazing the way, and he may pass over a patch of land before her, but she is in control. The one in front of him is in control. <i>I</i> am in control.

Though I lack ears, I can hear it. Six feet. He must not hear it. She’s feigning ignorance. Six feet. He should be able to tell. Perhaps he has had too little to drink.

---

“I can see the guardhouse from here,” observed Kihara, who had gotten ahead of Jeuni, “Do you think you can bypass it?"

“I’m fine,” smiled the juggler, exuding confidence. He stepped over to where Kihara stood and looked past a bunch of trees into the warm light cast by a ring of several torches. Shadows from trees flickered across the wooden walls of a small guardhouse, chased by firelight and toyed with by wind. Standing in the light were a handful of men in the uniform of Byhr's military: a gray half-cloak, brown trousers, and a dark brown helm. In their hands were crossbows, the gargantuan kind invented by Byhr that were more like handheld artillery than bows. One bolt from those crossbows could take down the wall of a small building.

"We could just slip by in the shadows and be across the border in minutes."

“Wait here,” Jeuni commanded, and Kihara nodded silently. “Getting across the border means nothing if I try to sneak by and get caught like a damn idiot in the dark with a crossbow bolt through my chest. The best place to get through is right there—” he pointed in the direction of the torchlight,  "—and  I’ll deal with whatever resistance I encounter.” Kihara nodded again, her face devoid of emotion.

---

He passes out of sight but I still see him. The one who led him here has stopped moving, remaining hidden in the shadows. I use this other’s eyes, watch him through them. He steps out of the thicket, bold as anything, daggers in hand. The other’s subordinates ready their crossbows.

“Who are you?”

“A juggler,” he says.

“Head back unless you seek death. No citizen crosses the border.”

I can hear voices. How I long for one. Oh, but I can’t let the words distract me—he’s moving. He’s moving quickly. One of the guards fires a crossbow, but misses. He is quick to react, his arms like windmills pushing the wind rather than being turned by it. The wind, his daggers. Driving into the guards’ crossbows, blocking their firing mechanism. Just in time; two of the guards pull the trigger as metal buries itself in the shafts of their weapons. The sound of splintering wood is dampened by the trees. He runs in between them, yet more daggers seeking out critical joints. Within seconds, the guards are all on the ground, debilitated but not dead.

It’s about time for the other—for the voiceless other, whose hand commands word and sound—to step the stage.

---

Jeuni stood surrounded by the crippled guards, daggers in hand and blood on sleeves, panting heavily. He stopped to catch his breath and then, satisfied with the job he had done, he smiled as he slid his weapons back into their sheaths beneath his mantle.

"Kihara! I took care of them, so you can come out." Jeuni waited a moment in silence. "Kihara?" Another pause. Utter silence. The juggler scratched his head, puzzled. After about a minute, a whistling noise shot through the woods, followed by a deafening bang. Seconds later, the quiet rustling of someone slowly approaching through the underbrush came to Jeuni's ear.

“Master Huros!” The cry emanated from just beyond the torch-light. It was Kihara’s voice, urgent, frightened. “He's found me—he's watching me— ... get away from me, Master—” her already broken sentence was cut off as another terrible explosion behind the guardhouse caused several pines to come crashing down.

“Kihara?”

Jeuni took one step toward the source of the explosion before a second, more terrible one erupted and the guardhouse collapsed, replaced with a pillar of smoke. Kihara came flying backward out of the sinking masonry, her head making contact with Jeuni’s stomach. He sank to his knees and caught her shoulders, wincing slightly at the impact.

“Master Huros...” whimpered the girl as she turned over and buried her face in the juggler’s stomach. The hem of her white coat was singed and one of her mittens was gone, the fingers it had once protected blackened. “He’s too powerful; I can’t fight against him for long.”

“Who?” asked Jeuni, startled at Kihara’s state but sure he couldn’t see anyone else around.

"Introductions <i>do</i> sound like a good idea," said the girl, her voice stable once more. Jeuni, shocked by her sudden composure, looked down at her. "He's over there," continued Kihara, turning just enough to point at where the guardhouse had been.

A figure dressed entirely in black emerged from the darkness, stepping gently into the circle of light—or rather, onto empty air above the circle of light, for his body was hovering inches above the ground. As he stepped into view, the man's red eyes and pale skin betrayed a strangeness that might otherwise be overlooked in the light of his banal brown hair. He was tall and he stooped over to gaze down at the juggler and girl. Smiling, he offered them a small bow.

"This is Master Ynthon," said Kihara, her teeth chattering between words. "Master Ynthon, this is Master Huros."

Ynthon bowed once more.

"Who is he?" Jeuni asked of Kihara, almost afraid to address the frightening looking man. Ynthon, this man with the dangerous red eyes and curtain of long brown hair, was clad in a high-collared vest, a black trench coat, and a top hat. His hands and feet were encased in black leather, leaving only sections of his cheeks—cast in shadow by his hat and hair—as visible skin.

"He is a Holder of the Covenant," replied Kihara, speaking with all the monotone indifference of a machine. "He has come here to take you." Ynthon nodded silently. Kihara continued, her mouth moving perfectly. Though Jeuni hung on every word she spoke, his thoughts in between were elsewhere, clashing with each other as he tried to piece together the puzzle of the Holders.

"He has enjoyed watching us for the last hour, as we ran for the border. "

<i>Kihara is a Holder, and so is this man; they took the same vow and serve the same evil god. Is that not what the Holders of the Covenant are?</i>

"He does not intend to kill you, so don't worry." 

<i>They should be allies if they serve a single deity. Unless their service entails being enemies. But why would a master pit his servants against each other?</i>

"He <i>will</i> kill me, though." Kihara paused. 

<i>It's common knowledge that the founders of Byhr are Holders. They claim that making mankind perfect is their duty, that protecting the holy land of Byhr is part of their contract and that the perfection and realization of ideals is one method of accomplishing their task. But the land of Byhr is ever expanding, and their task never complete. So Byhr is the world.</i>

"And he intends to do it right, and leave me incapable of regenerating." 

<i>If the perfect Byhr is the world, then this Ynthon must surely be trying to expand Byhr's boundaries further south. That's what he's doing here at the border, serving his god. And what is Kihara doing? Kihara is betraying the contract.

She's running from Byhr with a man who by Byhryn law would be a criminal.

Kihara is breaking the covenant

Kihara must die</i>

"He advises that I say good-bye to you, Master Huros."

"How are you communicating?" asked Jeuni, aghast both at the words flowing from Kihara's lips and at the conclusion he himself had drawn.  Jeuni shook the thoughts from his mind immediately, glaring at Ynthon and clutching the girl to chest. A bitter grin found its way onto the juggler's face. Kihara had died enough times on his watch, and he would not go so easily either. Unwilling to let himself be frightened into inaction, he calmed himself with an image that had previously left him a nervous wreck—that of the beast-man dying. Leaving one hand on the girl's shoulder, he prepped knives under his mantle.

"I'll try to fight him off," Kihara murmured fervently.

"Those won't be necessary, Master Huros. I will kill the girl, and you will come with me." More words from Kihara's mouth, but they were Ynthon's words.

"You're not making any sense, Kihara!"

"Watch," Kihara said, at the same time, covering her own eyes. "Watch closely." Jeuni gulped as his grip tightened on his daggers and the girl's shoulder simultaneously. Any idea of hurting her by holding too hard was suspended as she let out a low moan.

Looking back to Ynthon, the juggler saw that the man had stretched out his right hand and was slowly swinging his index finger back and forth like a pendulum. Kihara's moan increased in pitch as her head shook from side to side, following the motion of Ynthon's finger. Jeuni shook the girl with one hand, trying to snap her out of whatever it was that had gripped her, but this only resulted in Ynthon flicking his wrist and Kihara's arm lashing out, knocking the juggler back.

She stood, facing Ynthon.

"A puppeteer?" Jeuni wondered aloud as he watched Ynthon manipulate the girl's sounds and actions with the slightest hand gestures. And then those slight gestures became grand and Ynthon reached for the sky, Kihara letting out a great cry of pain as black sparks crackled into being around her. With a deadly swoop, Ynthon's hands dive-bombed down and past each other, his arms crossing over, fingers pointing outward. Each of the many sparks exploded in sequence like so many thunderous notes, tearing chunks out of Kihara's clothes and body and sending her flying once more. 

Jeuni caught her more gracefully this time, though she was less able to adopt a comfortable position leaning against him. Her right arm lay on the ground in the middle of the torch-light. Her left leg was little better off, connected to her body by a few strands of muscle tissue. Blood gushed everywhere. Jeuni couldn't help his heart jumping the slightest bit as he glanced over the girl's wounds. The Kihara he held looked about as human as the empty suit of plate mail outside his shack had looked after he had killed the man she called "king." And every second, more blood escaped that body as she grew more pallid.

"I'll... fight him off," Kihara repeated, struggling to keep her eyes open and twisting her neck to look at the trench coated man. She mustered her strength and then yelled out, with all her force, causing the blood to torrent forth from her body, "Your magic has no effect in this light!"

Though her body was failing, and though her words were clotted with blood, Jeuni was still amazed at how beautiful her voice sounded, and at the power her words held. As soon as she had uttered the word "light," the torch light began glowing with greater intensity. Ynthon, who had been hovering above the ground, touched down softly.

"Light, expel this darkness from reality!" the blue-haired girl cried once more, gasping for breath. Once more, the torch light's intensity increased. Gouts of living flame shot out from the nearest torch at Ynthon, gobbling up his coat with the hunger of a starved beast.

And once Kihara regained her breath, she muttered one word: "<i>futile</i>." The flames disappeared and the torch light faded back down to its previous levels.

"I need no magic to defeat you," said the girl, "so long as you have control over your own powers, Mistress Kihara. Master Huros, watch—this is the first time a Holder has used the god's power to suicidal ends!" Jeuni watched in horror as, after having uttered Ynthon's words, Kihara, her whole body slick with blood, slipped out of his grasp and fell to the crimson ground. "Wind, become a fist and send her flying."

The woods around the clearing creaked as the plants and trees swayed, and then crashing noises replaced creaking as a giant gust trundled through the pines, thrashing past some and bowling over others. Jeuni reacted quickly, turning and pulling a giant wooden chest out of nowhere. The wind shot out of the woods and straight at the magically-produced container, into which it disappeared. Tossing the chest to the side, Jeuni knelt down at Kihara's side and resumed a hold on her shoulder before addressing Ynthon. He conjured his most eloquent mode of speech and proceeded to lay down the finest diction of his life:

"I'll fucking kill you!!" he yelled, whipping out one of his best throwing knives and taking aim at the top-hatted Holder. Pushing all thoughts of gruesome horror out of his mind, he prepared to send steel into Ynthon's heart. The question of whether or not this strangely dressed man was an enemy had been answered with the first explosion.

"Don't," cooed Kihara around a stream of blood. The juggler's grip weakened at her word, and she tenderly took the knife. Fumbling under Jeuni's mantle with her left hand, she managed to slip the dagger back into a sheath. And then, after this final exertion, she went limp, what weight her mauled body retained sinking against the juggler.

"Now, Master Huros, if you'll come with me," Jeuni found himself saying as he watched Ynthon's hands twitch diminutively.

"He's not exactly a puppeteer," came a voice that Jeuni recognized immediately. It wasn't a voice for him to forget, it was the voice he had heard in his dreams a thousand times.  "He's something that a modern inhabitant of the Byhr Empire wouldn't know—a conductor. One who regulates the creation of sound and is forever silent himself."

Jeuni turned in shock, dropping Kihara's body. There, standing just inside the ring of light, was the beast-man, mane of black hair and eagle eyes as noble as ever.

"King!" he cried, biting a sizable chunk of flesh off the inside of his cheek in the process.

"Did she call me that? What a rascal," chuckled the beast-man as he eyed Kihara. "I'm no king, and she knows it. Ah well. No correcting her... and no correcting you, either, it would seem. Would you care to stop staring at me?"

"I k-k-killed you," stammered Jeuni Huros, sure that he had somehow drunk something without knowing it. And sure that whatever it was, he never wanted to drink it again.

"Oh come now, Master Huros. Have you not seen the dead rise before?"

He had. He had seen Kihara regenerate after being stabbed through the back.

"Stop staring, Master Huros. We have an enemy at hand to defeat." So saying, the beast-man flung back his gray cloak, revealing his full suit of blue plate mail and bladed arm. "I apologize for my tardiness, but I had to dig this equipment out of the ruins of a certain someone's home."

"Another Holder," Jeuni mused.

"Don't make this about me," cautioned the beast-man. "This is about you. Ynthon here is after you and it's your power that just kept Kihara from destroying herself. Incidentally, nice trick you used there. But I already know—and you already know that I know—that you have enough magic in you to destroy Ynthon."

"Mistress Kihara was weak," Jeuni said, Ynthon speaking through him. "She must have been killed recently." After speaking these words, Jeuni laughed awkwardly and hung his head in shame. Ynthon's influence temporarily gone, he continued, "I have no idea what I'm doing, to be honest, King. One day you attack me, next I'm killing the girl without realizing it. And now she's gone again. I can't do anything but head south, and even that's presenting itself to be hard—just a tad, that is."

"Get a grip," ordered the beast-man, and the order was absolute. "You're the frightening one, Jeuni Huros. A juggler, but much more. Believe me when I say that we Holders can tell. You turned me into mess of liquid flesh in seconds; even Ynthon and Kihara together wouldn't be able to do that. If you want to go south, <i>nothing can stop you</i>."

The image of liquid flesh returned Jeuni's train of thought to those words, "<i>I can show you the South</i>," and he opened his mouth to ask the beast-man what those words had meant. He was stopped as the beast-man preemptively addressed the topic.

"I told you, right? That I would show you the South."

Jeuni closed his mouth to avoid looking like an idiot and then turned to face Ynthon. The beast-man was right; Kihara had promised him a second chance at escaping the midlands and this was that. He couldn't be stopped, he wouldn't be stopped. He had promised himself that he would get through.

---

Though the girl's world has gone dark, I still see him with two pairs of eyes. The conductor bows as the king stirs up the juggler's will to fight. It's time for the voiceless other whose hand commands words and sound to abandon the podium. The girl's spell broken, he delicately leaps into the air and floats away into the darkness of the pines' crowns. And now, only the king's eyes hold the juggler in their gaze.

The juggler kneels down by the girl's body, unsure of how to stop the flow of blood, unsure of whether she's still alive or not. He wants to help her. Help her! As if the juggler could do anything for her. He seems concerned. Concerned! He's had too little to drink.

I listen to myself as I talk.

The king tells the juggler not to worry about the girl, that thanks to the trick with the chest, Kihara was not totally destroyed, and that she would be able to revive herself. The two stride off together out of the clearing, continuing southward.

What a rich voice I have. The king's voice, that is.
I have it. Ha ha ha! 
